Xtract
Geospatial Data and Model Extraction from Legacy Terrains

About Xtract

Xtract is a stand-alone application that automatically extracts geospatial
data and model content from legacy terrains to industry-standard GIS
and model formats for reuse. The extracted content can be imported
and processed in TerraTools before being exported to any supported
visual, constructive, or serious game format. Xtract provides a simpleto-use interface for controlling which data layers and formats will be
extracted, as well as specifying the projection and coordinate system
information for the output data.
DEM Extracted From OpenFlight Terrain

Legacy Terrain Support

Import a wide variety of legacy terrain formats for data extraction
including CTDB (OTBSAF/JSAF Format 7 and 8.7), OpenFlight,
OpenSceneGraph (OSG and IVE), and OneSAF (OTF 7.0/8.0).

Geospatial Data Extraction

Extract digital elevation model content from legacy terrains in the
following formats: DTED, GridASCII, GridFloat, and TerraSim’s Image
(TSI) file. Extract vector data to Shapefile and TerraSim’s Boundary
Representation (TBR) formats.
Buildings From OpenFlight Terrain

3D Model Extraction

Prior to extraction, use Xtract’s built-in interface to classify the
textures from input OpenFlight and OpenSceneGraph visual terrains.
Proceed to extract 3D model content and convert them to common
formats including 3ds Max, COLLADA, OpenFlight, VBS P3D, VRML, and
TerraSim’s Tiled Scene Graph (TSG).

Geospatial Data and Model Reuse

Extracted data can be imported and processed in TerraTools to create,
update, resize, or improve terrains, and to export correlated terrains
to multiple formats. Geospatial data and model content extracted to
standard formats can also be used in 3rd party applications.

Roads From OpenFlight Terrain
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Xtract
Xtract Workflow

Why Xtract?

▷▷Save time and resources by reusing legacy terrain database
content with a simple-to-use interface
▷▷Recreate, update, and modify terrains without access to the
original data sources
▷▷Combine legacy data with new data to expand or enhance the
terrain database
▷▷Intuitive workflow for extracting content from legacy terrains
▷▷Maintain source data fidelity

Import legacy database in
CTDB, FLT, OSG, or OTF format
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Xtract as a Service

▷▷Professional service provided by TerraSim for extracting
geospatial data and model content from OpenFlight,
OpenSceneGraph, CTDB, or OTF format terrains
▷▷Receive extracted source data in common formats for re-use, or
as a TerraTools project for further processing, or have TerraSim
build a new or updated terrain to your specifications
▷▷Extracted data can include elevation, imagery, surface masks,
vector data, 3D models, and other format-specific attribution
and metadata

Xtract for VBS
▷▷As part of our professional services offering, TerraSim also has a
capability to extract data from VBS3 terrains
▷▷We can offer this service to users who would like to have us:
▷▷Enhance or update an old VBS database to change the size
of the terrain, improve it with more detail, or update it for
optimized use in the latest version of VBS3
▷▷Develop a correlated terrain in another format to use in
federation with VBS3

Choose 2D data formats

Choose 3D data formats

Categorize surface textures

Contact sales@terrasim.com for more information or to request a
quote for an Xtract license or professional services.

About TerraSim

Extract source data files

TerraSim, a Bohemia Interactive Simulations company, is a leading
technology company that specializes in the development of
advanced software solutions to automate terrain generation and
geospatial source data preparation. Our products are designed to
be flexible, scalable, and compatible by continuing to support the
widest range of visual, constructive, and serious game runtimes
in the military simulation and training industry. Our business
model encompasses the sale and support of commercial off-theshelf software, geospatial source data preparation and terrain
generation services, and advanced research and development.

Use TerraTools to process data
and produce new terrains
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